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HYDROTHERAPY IS GOOD FOR YOU!!

ACCORDING TO THE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION:
- Buoyancy and soothing warm water make the hydrotherapy bath an ideal environment for relieving pain and stiffness.
- Hydro massage improves the range of movement in joints affected by pain and stiffness.

ACCORDING TO THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE:
- Stress interferes with the body’s immune system.
- Studies have found that hydrotherapy can play a major role in stress relief by providing relaxation, lowering blood pressure, and accelerating the flow of oxygen.

ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL SLEEP FOUNDATION:
- Taking a bath a few hours before bedtime enhances sleep quality.
- Soaking in hot water eases the transition into deeper sleep.
- Adequate rest is imperative to the mind for clear thinking and quick reactions.

AROMATHERAPY SYSTEM

Aromatherapy is the practice of using volatile plant oils, including essential oils, for psychological and physical well being. Essential oils which are the pure “essence” of a plant, have been found to provide both psychological and physical benefits when used correctly and safely.

Hydro Massage baths equipped with the Aromatherapy System taps into the health benefits of this of this ancient practice. Available on all series of air baths and whirlpools. The air canister mounts on the deck of the bath and automatically introduces fragrance into the water anytime the pump is operating.

The Aromatherapy system is available on all series of baths and whirlpools. The air canister mounts on the deck of the bath and automatically introduces fragrance into the water anytime the pump is operating. The Canister is available on select models.
Wellness Bath area

More and more, people are going to the bathroom to relax and even luxuriate after a day in the rush-rush world.

As the bathroom is becoming the place to relax and escape from our hectic lifestyles, homeowners are investing in luxury upgrades with whirlpool baths or spa baths. To make the bathroom a personal retreat adding a whirlpool bath and decorative accessories creates an inspirational bathroom suited for a variety of lifestyles and homes.

Imagine being able to walk into the bathroom and feel as if we’re in a rainforest or lush meadow, bathing underneath a waterfall or stepping through fresh grass or feeling water like petals or the heat of the sun on your skin all year round. A Bañera bath can be the cornerstone of this bathroom oasis.

But peace and quiet isn’t the only motivating factor. An upgraded bathroom helps sell a home and can be a good investment.

Quiet and Peaceful Whisper™

Years of experience have led us to the conclusion that to truly enjoy the ultimate home spa experience your bath needs to be as quiet as possible. To truly relax and enjoy the total escape experience motor noise needs to seem almost non-existent. Our FLO-THRU pump is the quietest on the market. We use 21st century technology and a unique Watershield™ to eliminate bearing and vibration noise. You will hardly even know that the motor is running.

Our Integrated Heating System Helps Keep You Bath Warm and Invigorating.

Bañera bathtubs are now 75% quieter and use 45% less energy than conventional whirlpools, thanks to innovative Flo-Thru™ technology, which integrates the pump and motor into a single unit.

But that is only part of what makes our system unique. Its most unique benefit is unmatched in the bath business. Combine our Flo-Thru pump with Watershield and your bath water will stay warm while the jets work to massage away your day.
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Scents have been casting their spells for thousands of years. What we smell can transport us to another time or place. Mountains, meadows, a tropical beach… a memory of childhood… or possibly romance. Scent takes us there, as it invigorates or soothes us, improves our mood and helps relieve stress.

Smell is the sense that’s the most strongly linked to our emotions and memories. Can’t you tell every time you smell something from your childhood? Whether it’s that perfume your mom used to wear, the smell of meatloaf in the oven, or the scent of freshly cut grass on a Saturday morning, we’ve all got a few scent triggers that bring us back to a simpler time. It’s no wonder that smells are now believed to have beneficial properties that can cause us to relax, perk up, feel better, or whatever else we need. And if you want to get into aromatherapy, the perfect place to do it is in the bathtub.

The Lasting Scents option, available on all Bañera Baths will not contaminate the bath water like conventional methods. This uniquely engineered system uses an infuser basket located below the deck of the bath where essential oils (applied to a wick) are placed. Air from the whirlpool jets infuses the bath water and surrounding space with the scent of your choice. See your local Bañera Bath retailer for the current choice of fragrances.

Aromatherapy

Aromatherapy is a great way to spice up an ordinary bath. No matter what physical or mental challenges you’re wrestling with, chances are there’s a scent or scent combination that’s tailor made for you. Experiment with different blends and talk to an aroma therapist for recommendations for the best oils for whatever ails you.
MOODMATCH™ LIGHTING SYSTEM

Add the Moodmatch Lighting system to your Bañera whirlpool bath and experience the health benefits of light.

The use of light and color to promote a specific emotional response dates back to the Egyptians who built healing temples of light over four thousand years ago. Now you can create your ideal environment with low energy consumption LED lighting designed specifically for the bath.

CHANGE YOUR COLOR AND YOUR MOOD WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON AND DELIGHT IN THE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW.

UNIQUE OPERATIONAL & SAFETY FEATURES

Each Bañera bath is equipped with an array of safety and ease-of-care features.

Each unit comes equipped with self-draining plumbing and air clean-out where required. Our control system manages channel cleanout after draining to help the bath stay cleaner longer. Our antibacterial Microban surface helps inhibit bacterial growth on the bath surface.

GRAB BARS

Once found only in nursing homes, grab bars are hand bars bolted to walls in showers and above tubs to help keep people from falling. They’re appearing in many bathrooms now. A big reason is that baby boomers are graying and looking for a surer grip. But younger people are accepting them, too, because the bars no longer look so institutional. We have taken this to a new level by incorporation designer grab bars right into the bath. Sure it costs more, but the safety of your family—young or old—is worth it.

TRANQUILITY SOUND SYSTEM

Part of the global movement to creating a spa experience at home includes the bath music systems. Need some escape time? Don’t let the background sounds of everyday life over-ride your zen time. There is nowhere you can feel at peace more than in the comfort of your own home. Steps away your tranquility sound system delivers solitude.

Stream music from your favorite playlist to Tranquility Sound System directly from any Bluetooth enabled device. Safe and easy all of your favorite music at your finger-tips. Ask us about our waterproof cases.

Sound has the power to calm or to energize. This is a must have option in your personal home paradise.
STRESSAWAY™ BACK MASSAGE SYSTEM

Our Stressaway back massage system is like no other. Years of experimentation have led us to the most unique massage system that you can find in the bath industry today. Where other bath companies end is where we begin. It is not enough to just put jets in your bath for the sake of putting in jets. Each jet needs to be developed and placed to provide you with the maximum amount of hydro-massage in mind. Our back jets are placed to work on the large muscle groups of your back. Under the direction of a team of massage therapists we have come up with the ultimate in bath massage. Each of our large rotating AXIS jets provide effective and deep massage that cannot be delivered by the simple jets of our competitors.

Whether temporarily relieving pain associated with over-activity or daily stress, or helping mitigate chronic effects of certain diseases such as arthritis or diabetes, you will feel better after a hydro massage bath.

CHAMPAGNE WARM AIR THERAPY SYSTEMS

Some of our baths come equipped with our heated Therapy Air systems. Millions of tiny air bubbles softly caress your body as you lie back and soak.

GEISHA™ FOOT MASSAGE

(standard equipment on any bath equipped with our Stressaway back massage system)

The pinpoint accuracy of our moulded in Geisha jets are more amazing than you even imagine. Strong and precise these jets are your reward after a long day on your feet. While it is not possible for you to have your own masseuse at the end of the day—your own Geisha jets are ready any time.

Try our full body therapy system

* Some models only.

We have gone where the others don’t by offering the combined features of heated water and heated air massage system to provide you an effective all-over massage. Stressaway Massage, Geisha Footmassage, and Champagne air system all combined into one bath.
BATH TUBS

SURROUND YOURSELF

with warm water therapy as you relax in the elegance of your own home. Comfortable designs featuring lower lumbar support, built-in armrests and grab rails offer the look and feel that you deserve. Sparkling, easy-care, high gloss acrylic finishes that always appear bright and new will enhance your bathing enjoyment for years to come.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

Bañera’s unique framing system ensures an easy installation. The custom engineered frame requires no prep-work and can be immediately ready for tile or other surround material. The framing system gives the bathtub structural stability and simplifies installation.

The next key element in designing great jetted bathtubs is our plumbing system. Our rigid plumbing ensures no water leakage, sagging water pipes and that the tub is self-draining preventing stagnant water from collecting in the pipes.

The most important key element in building a quality, long lasting jetted tub is the tub shell structure. Our jetted tubs are built and reinforced with an ABS-backed, high quality acrylic. The acrylic is reinforced with a specially formulated bonding agent that prevents the tub from cracking. These unique construction elements combined with one of the best warranties industry, will provide any Bañera Jetted Bathtub owner with peace-of-mind for years to come.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

The latest in technology, construction and craftsmanship goes into every Bañera Jetted Bathtub. Only the finest materials, fixtures and pumps in the industry are used to ensure years of trouble-free service.

Bañera Jetted bathtubs are designed with three key elements of construction:
- Framing
- Water Lines
- The Acrylic

COLOR CHOICES

Bañera baths are available in 8 unique colors.

White  Sterling Silver  Starry Night Blue
Moonscape  Copper  Ultramarine

Designed for Durability
**The Primero Series**

The two models in this series are simple, popular designs. Take advantage of the unique Bañera framing, plumbing, and acrylic design without too many extras and options.

- One pump
- Simple bath design
- Built-in handrails
- 7 jets
- Optional chrome or brushed nickel upgrades
- Available in 8 acrylic colors

---

**Valencia**

W 32” L 60” H 20”

Approx. 35 Gallons

**Daily Escape**
Relax

Pamplona

W 36" - L 72" - H 20"
Approx. 60 Gallons

THE PRIMERO SERIES
The Segundo Series

The 4 models in this series are available with more standard and optional luxury features as well as a wider range of shapes and sizes.

- Whisper pump
- Touchpad controls for pump and lights
- Stressaway back massage jets
- Lasting Scents aromatherapy
- Moodmatch Lighting standard on all models
- Optional pillows
- Optional Bluetooth Tranquility Sound system
- Optional handrail
- Optional chrome or brushed nickel upgrades
- Geisha foot massage jets
- Integrated heating system

Seville

W 32”-L 60”-H 19.5”
Approx. 35 Gallons

Unwind
Refresh

Murcia

W 36". L 72". H 20"

Approx. 60 Gallons

The Segundo Series
Paradise

ZARAGOZA
W 42” - L 72” - H 23”
Approx. 75 Gallons
TARAGONA
27” - 60” - 60” - 27” - 46”
Approx. 21” High
Approx. 75 Gallons
Center Drain

Soothe

THE SEGUNDO SERIES
The Tercero Series

This series features larger sizes and more options than the Segundo series. Turn your bath into a luxury home spa with one of these superb baths.

- Elegant mould designs
- Whisper pump
- Touchpad controls for pump and lights
- Stressaway back massage jets
- Lasting Scents aromatherapy
- Moodmatch Lighting standard on all models
- Optional Champagne warm air system
- Optional pillows
- Optional Bluetooth Tranquility sound system
- Optional handrail
- Optional chrome or brushed nickel upgrades
- Geisha foot massage jets
- Integrated heating system

Vitoria

W 36” L 60” H 19.5”
Approx. 45 Gallons

Massage
THE TERCERO SERIES

Renew

IBIZA
W 36” - L 72” - H 29”
Approx. 65 Gallons
Cordoba

W 42” - L 72” - H 23”
Approx. 75 Gallons
CANTABRIA
48" - 72" - 36" - 73"
Approx. 24.78" High
Approx. 45 Gallons

Therapy

THE TERCERO SERIES
Walk-In Baths allow you to:
- Bathe easily and safely on daily basis
- Remain independent
- Avoid the high cost of assisted living

Hydrotherapy:
Experience the many benefits.
- Increases circulation and helps reduce swelling in the feet and legs
- Decreases the discomfort from arthritis pain
- Relieves tension, stress and muscle ache
Our walk-in baths allow for the easiest way to get in and out; the units open and close with no effort and seal completely.

The highest quality, 
BEAUTIFUL ABS ACRYLIC!
Our walk-in baths are constructed with emphasis on comfortable entry, exit and freedom of movement with the help of strategically placed assist bars.

**BAÑERA BATHS ARRIVE READY FOR INSTALLATION,**

fully assembled and tested with all fixtures included, even the personal hand-held shower. Square corners allow owners to either build in or tile for maximal aesthetic and functional integration to an existing bathroom, and the perimeter of the upper lip on both the Faro and the Porto have a sloped inner wall to assist in repelling overspill back into the body of the unit. This edging also accommodates the optional shower and wall surround kit available with all Bañera models, which adds a considerable amount easily accessible shelving to a bathroom’s existing configuration. Continuing serviceability of Bañera tubs are guaranteed by the access panels present for easy installation. Bañera walk-in bath tubs also come with a comprehensive warranty: a lifetime guarantee on the door seal, a lifetime guarantee on the tub’s hull, and a three year guarantee on all remaining equipment and components. Should you elect to have a lighting package installed in your walk-in bath, this means that from the hull down to the lights Bañera walk-in baths have a warranty to address your peace of mind.
Porto

Our construction decisions and available options perpetuate the ongoing value and usability of this investment. The Faro and Porto are fully customizable in that in addition to door direction, both are available as a soaker tub, as an air-jetted tub, or as a water-jetted tub, though it’s possible to get both air and water jets installed in one Bañera. Air jets in a tub mean that users can control the speed at which heated air is injected into the bath via a number of hydrotherapeutic jets. Our air jets consist of heated air because without warming up the air, this feature would cool the water as it operated. The heated air system ensures that using the jets does not result in a dramatic drop in temperature. Water jets in a walk-in bath entail the ability to pump water put of jets at variable speeds as a means of hydrotherapy. When a bath has water jets, this water is heated by a motor; conversely, the motor is cooled by the passing water. This symbiotic system ensures maximal energy efficiency: rather than having a separate cooling system, entailing superfluous components and higher running costs, we refined a system that is beneficial for the water’s heating and the motor’s cooling.
Made in U.S.A

we were green before it was cool to be green
from the Pumping System
designed to last a lifetime in a disposable world

GREEN BATHROOMS
100% RECYCLED HEAT
THE ULTIMATE GREEN PRODUCT

BAÑERA

Made in U.S.A